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Collapse raises question of Liverpool's durability 
Manchester City 5 Aguero 24, Jesus 45+6, 53, Sane 77, 90+1 
Liverpool 0 Referee J Moss Attendance 54,172 
Back in the days when he admired the Premier League from afar, Jurgen Klopp 
used to talk effusively about "fighting football -- what we in German call 'English' -
- rainy day, heavy pitch, everybody dirty in the face". 
Those are the days, it has often felt, when champions show their true colours in 
the Premier League. A September afternoon at the Etihad Stadium would be few 
people's idea of the litmus test of those qualities, particularly once Sadio Mane's 
red card left Liverpool a man short against arguably the most technically gifted 
side in the Premier League, but those circumstances called for "fighting 
football". Liverpool did not fight. They succumbed, meekly, to the most one-sided 
result in the Premier League this season. 
That might sound harsh, given that Liverpool started very well and that 
Manchester City have the creative quality to torment any team, let alone one with 
a numerical disadvantage. Klopp preferred to call it "one of those days" -- a day 
that started very promisingly took significant turns for the worse with Sergio 
Aguero's opening goal and Mane's sending-off, and turned into a rout thereafter. 
Klopp had not endured a day like that previously in nearly two years at Liverpool, 
so a certain leeway is granted, but it was an afternoon that reinforced certain 
suspicions about his team and their struggle to "tough it out" in the manner he 
would hope. Watching the second half in particular, you were left with the 
impression of a City team toying with their opponents in the matador style that 
was associated with Pep Guardiola's great Barcelona side. The fourth and fifth 
goals arrived late, both of them delivered with typical precision from the left foot 
of the young substitute Leroy Sane, but the entire second period was a mismatch. 
Liverpool showed no more spirit or gumption in those circumstances than Arsenal 
did in their abject defeat at Anfield a fortnight earlier. Most pitifully of all, their 
central midfield trio of Jordan Henderson, Emre Can and Georginio Wijnaldum 
made a combined total of two tackles in the entire game. (Wijnaldum's 
contribution was for 57 minutes, the other two's for 90.) You might ask whether 
anyone in 2017 should really evaluate a midfielder's performance by the number 
of tackles they make, but when Liverpool beat City at Anfield on New Year's Eve 
with a performance defined by energy and endeavour, those same three players 
made eight tackles between them and Adam Lallana added another four. 
The past three champions -- Chelsea under Jose Mourinho, Leicester City under 
Claudio Ranieri and Chelsea under Antonio Conte -- have not necessarily been 
known for the type of brilliant football that Liverpool and indeed City play when 
on top of their game. Those champions were synonymous with resilience, 
defensive discipline and the ability to find a way even on those days when things 
are not going their way. It is the great question mark about the modern Liverpool, 
under Klopp as it was under Brendan Rodgers. That question mark has grown in 
their two away fixtures so far, creating chances away to both Watford and City 
but conceding eight goals and taking a solitary point. 
It is the big question mark about City too: whether or not they have the ability to 
get results when their opponents, or indeed circumstances, stop them playing the 
game on their own terms. Doubts will persist about whether Guardiola's 
philosophy is a little too idealistic to succeed in the Premier League, but they do 
look a little more solid and a little more pragmatic this season, even if the holes in 
their defensive system were being exposed regularly in the early stages on 
Saturday. Klopp will wonder how his team did not make more of the match-up 
between Mohamed Salah and Nicolas Otamendi, which looked as one-sided as it 
gets. That Salah was the player who made way for Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain at 
halftime, in the reshuffle that followed Mane's red card, was bemusing. 
City were a little slow out of the blocks, but from the moment that David Silva and 
particularly the excellent Kevin De Bruyne began to dictate things in midfield, 
there seemed little doubt about the outcome. De Bruyne set up Aguero superbly 
for the opening goal, though Klopp was apoplectic about the defending. "It was so 
easy to defend," he said. "Push up!" Even before the Mane red card, the second 
goal seemed more likely to come from City, though it took that important -- and 
costly -- intervention from Ederson to deny the Liverpool forward. Mane got there 
a fraction of a second late and, raising his foot in the hope of beating him to the 
ball, clattered Ederson. The City goalkeeper, who departed on a stretcher, was 
thankfully not seriously injured. Mane was sent off and Liverpool, even at that 
point only 1-0 down, seemed to give up. 
There was, though, still something beguiling about the way City put them to the 
sword. Gabriel Jesus scored the second and third, set up by De Bruyne and Aguero 
respectively, before Sane produced that stunning late flourish. One of those days 
indeed. 
RATINGS 
Manchester City (3-5-2): Ederson 6 (sub: C Bravo 45min, 5) -- Danilo 6, J Stones 7, 
N Otamendi 5 (sub: E Mangala 71) -- K Walker 6, K De Bruyne 9, Fernandinho 7, D 
Silva 7, B Mendy 8 -- S Aguero 8, G Jesus 8 (sub: L Sane 57, 8). Substitutes not used 
F Delph, I Gundogan, P Foden, B Silva. Booked Otamendi, 
Fernandinho. Liverpool (4-3-3): S Mignolet 5 -- T Alexander-Arnold 4, J Matip 4, R 
Klavan 3, A Moreno 4 -- G Wijnaldum 5 (sub: J Milner 58, 4), J Henderson 4, E Can 
4 -- M Salah 6 (sub: A Oxlade-Chamberlain 46, 4), R Firmino 5 (sub: D Solanke 67, 
3), S Mane 5. Substitutes not used L Karius, D Lovren, J Gomez, D Sturridge. 
Booked Alexander-Arnold, Can. Sent off Mane. 
 

 
Manchester City and Gabriel Jesus hammer 10-man Liverpool 5-0 
By the time this game had finished Ederson, Manchester City’s goalkeeper, had 
just reappeared from the x-ray suite at the clinic where he had been taken to 
check his cheekbone and jaw were still in working order. Ederson had been 
caught flush in the face, head-high, by Sadio Mané’s flying studs and the red card 
that was shown to the Liverpool player does at least offer his team some kind of 
excuse for this score. 
Not entirely, though. There is a way of playing with 10 men and this was 
absolutely not it. Liverpool’s response to Mané’s dismissal did not offer great 
encouragement about their competitive courage and, not for the first time, it was 
difficult to imagine how Jürgen Klopp can achieve his ambitions if his side are 
going to defend this generously. Liverpool crumbled far too easily and once City 
sense weakness they can be merciless opponents. It was the first time City have 
scored four, or more, past the team from Anfield since 1937 – and Liverpool’s 
heaviest defeat in Manchester for 70 years. 
City were already winning, courtesy of Sergio Agüero, by the time the referee, Jon 
Moss, decided that Mané’s collision with Ederson 25 yards from goal constituted 
an automatic sending-off eight minutes before half-time. Gabriel Jesus headed in 
a second in the time added on at the end of the first half and when the same 
player made it 3-0 early in the second half it was almost a surprise City restricted 
themselves to two more. Leroy Sané, one of their second-half substitutes, scored 
them both and Ederson had just arrived back in the stadium to see the final one – 
the game’s outstanding moment – fly into the top corner. 
This was certainly not the way Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain, a substitute, must have 
imagined his Liverpool debut going and the punishment for Mané will be 
considerable, with a three-match ban to follow. Will Liverpool appeal? Possibly, 
but it is unlikely that the decision will be overturned. These matters are not 
decided on whether or not it was intentional. Klopp’s reaction was that it would 
be “another waste of time”. 
As red cards go this one will polarise opinion. Mané’s sympathisers will argue that 
he was entitled to go for the ball and that, as Guardiola conceded, it was an 
accidental collision. Equally, the attacker’s studs were way off the ground if the 
argument is whether it constituted dangerous play. All that can really be said for 
certain is that it poleaxed Ederson and left a clutch of City players frantically 
waving for medical assistance. The goalkeeper had taken an almighty whack, 
requiring eight minutes of intensive treatment, and it was lamentable that some 
Liverpool fans seemed to hold him responsible, booing as the stretcher bearers 
prepared to take him off. 
A goal behind and a man down, it was always going to be a challenging and 
potentially treacherous afternoon for Liverpool from that point. Even so, it was 
startling to see the way they capitulated. Klopp’s team seemed unsettled, to say 
the least, as soon as play restarted. They had little or no idea about what was 
required for a side in that position and, unfortunately for them, they were not 
playing a team that was going to exhibit any form of pity. 
A linesman’s flag saved the visitors, two minutes into first-half stoppage time, 
when Kevin De Bruyne crossed from the right and Jesus sent a header past Simon 
Mignolet. The next time De Bruyne picked out the Brazilian, this time from the 
left, he was onside and unmarked again. Mignolet was hopelessly exposed and, 
regardless of what had happened with Mané, the problem for Liverpool here was 
the absence of defending and leadership. 
Early on, the same could be said of their opponents bearing in mind there were 
long parts of the first half, at 11 v 11, when the home team had seemed intent on 
providing hard evidence that Pep Guardiola had been neglecting defensive work. 
Not for the first time, Nicolás Otamendi in particular looked susceptible. 
Mohamed Salah gave him a torrid time in the opening exchanges but the Egyptian 
was withdrawn after Mané’s red card and the second half was a fun, stress-free 
45 minutes for the home side. 
Liverpool’s carelessness could be summed up by the stray pass from Jordan 
Henderson that led to City’s third goal, with Fernandinho’s through ball leaving 
Agüero running free. The Argentinian had been in this position for the opening 
goal, picked out by De Bruyne’s brilliantly measured pass, and -chose on that 
occasion to take the ball around Mignolet. Now, however, he had Jesus in support 
and rolled the ball sideways to leave his team-mate with a straightforward finish. 
The last half-hour was an exercise in damage limitation for Liverpool but there 
was still a distinct lack of evidence that they knew how to keep it tight and make 
sure the afternoon did not become even more of an ordeal. Sané’s first goal 
followed a slick exchange of passes with Benjamin Mendy on the left and the best 
was saved for last as the substitute let fly from 25 yards to send a curling shot into 
the top right corner of Mignolet’s net. 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/liverpool
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What must Aguero do to win Guardiola's love? Goal ace nears City 
record...but boss wanted Sanchez 
MAN CITY 5 Aguero 24, Jesus 45, 53, Sane 76, 90 LIVERPOOL 0 
HONESTLY, who could fail to love Sergio Aguero? Well, that's an interesting one. 
Pep Guardiola hasn't always seemed smitten and spent the last days of the 
transfer window trying to buy Alexis Sanchez, whose arrival would have put an 
even tighter squeeze on Aguero's place at Manchester City. 
Then there are Aguero's fellow professionals, who have never voted him into the 
PFA team of the year, despite winning two titles, and the Golden Boot in 2014-15. 
Daniel Sturridge and Wayne Rooney have made the XI during his time in England, 
so too Romelu Lukaku and Jamie Vardy. Harry Kane has made three lists. 
Yet Aguero, the highest-scoring non-European of the Premier League era, the best 
goals-per-minute striker of this modern age? Snubbed. He isn't even that highly 
regarded in his own country, where he is considered to have been a 
disappointment for Argentina. It could explain why he has talked about 
international retirement. What is harder to explain is why Guardiola has appeared 
driven to phase out a player who will surely become City's greatest goalscorer. He 
has 171, six short of the mark set by Eric Brook before the Second World War -- 
and should pass him having played close to 200 games fewer. Yet while Aguero is 
adored by the fans, having provided arguably the club's most iconic moment -- 
Agueroooo! -- the current management hasn't seemed convinced. 
Every elite team need depth, and the Gabriel Jesus deal made sense. The attempt 
to recruit Sanchez, however, appears a direct challenge. Sanchez can lead the line, 
but plays more in a second-striker role -- where Aguero fits when paired with 
Jesus. He occupied that position againstLiverpool, linking City's most advanced 
player with a battalion of attacking midfielders. He was excellent, too. 
Not only did Aguero score City's first -- the only one that went in 
when Liverpool had 11 men -- his unselfish creation of the third was the truest 
sign yet that Guardiola is forging the spirit of title challengers. When, with 
goalkeeper Simon Mignolet to beat, Aguero spurned the chance to go it alone, it 
spoke to the unity all managers hope to create within their group. With a square 
pass, Aguero gave the tap-in goal to Jesus, just to make sure. 
'That means a lot for me, what Sergio did,' said Guardiola. 'Sergio and Gabriel are 
good guys and exceptional players, and their relationship is top. Strikers always 
have the attitude, "I want to score more than my team-mate" -- but it is still 
important to have the ability to choose the right decision, as Sergio did. 
'When it happens next time, Gabriel is going to do that for Sergio. We want to 
create something special in the locker room so that was important for us.' For 
Guardiola, too. Before this game his record against the other elite clubs in the 
Premier League -- Manchester United, Arsenal, Tottenham, Chelsea, Liverpool and 
Everton -- was two wins in 16. Playing City with 10 men for close to an hour was 
always going to be beyond Liverpool. To concede five, however, was not 
inevitable. Jurgen Klopp had his defensive unit intact and it was a surprise how 
easily City took them apart. Guardiola says the change this season is that Kevin De 
Bruyne and David Silva can be used in creative midfield roles, and the overlapping 
full backs allow his wide players to give Aguero and Jesus more support. Certainly, 
in the second half, Benjamin Mendy and Leroy Sane took Liverpoolapart down the 
left. And with Philippe Coutinho absent, Liverpool had nobody who could play a 
pass equal to the one from De Bruyne that set up Aguero's opener. It took out 
half of the Liverpool team. Klopp said it could have been negated by his defence 
stepping up, but all coaches know a way to make a game end 0-0 in their minds. 
Sadio Mane's red card was a factor, but didn't cost the game. City always looked 
likely to find a path through. There was sympathy over the dismissal, but an air of 
resignation about its inevitability. Mane's collision with Ederson was an accident. 
Mane could not have calculated where the keeper's head might be as he tried to 
get a touch. Had he not gone for it, the visiting fans would have been irate. 
Once he kicked Ederson's head while flying through the air, however, he was in 
the realm of reckless endangerment and Jonathan Moss was not in the minority 
when seeing it as a red card. The relief is that Ederson was not concussed or 
incapacitated and his wounds are gory, but superficial. He was having an 
accomplished game, too -- another of Guardiola's trials that may be reaching a 
happy end. But the defence remains a worry. Klopp was right to say Liverpool had 
the opportunity to lead before City scored, and Mohamed Salah in particular 
found space, only to waste it. 'You can defend not perfectly and still win 5-0,' said 
Klopp, less churlishly than it sounds. 'If City take too much from this game, they 
make a mistake.' True, but they can take something. They can take that this is 
already a better team than last year and that the threat posed by Aguero and 
Jesus in tandem is down to a bond more dangerous and substantial than mere 
professional courtesy. 
SUPER STAT: This was City's first league win over Liverpool since August 2014. 
MANCHESTER CITY (3-5-1-1): Ederson 7 (Bravo 45min, 6); Danilo 7, Stones 5, 
Otamendi 5.5 (Mangala 70, 6); Walker 6, DE BRUYNE 8, Fernandinho 7, D Silva 7, 
Mendy 6.5; Aguero 7; Jesus 7 (Sane 57, 7.5). Subs not used: Gundogan, Delph, B 
Silva, Foden. 
Scorers: Aguero 24, Jesus 45, 53, Sane 76, 90. Booked: Otamendi, Fernandinho. 
Manager: Pep Guardiola 7.  
 

LIVERPOOL (4-3-3): Mignolet 6; Alexander-Arnold 5, Matip 5, Klavan 5, Moreno 5; 
Can 5, Henderson 4.5, Wijnaldum 5 (Milner 58, 5); Salah 5 (Oxlade-Chamberlain 
46, 4.5), Firmino 5.5 (Solanke 57, 5), Sane 5. Subs not used: Karius, Lovren, 
Gomez, Sturridge. 
Booked: Alexander-Arnold, Can. Sent off: Mane. Manager: Jurgen Klopp 5.5. 
Referee: Jonathan Moss 6.5. Attendance: 54,172. 
 

 
City seek to damp down euphoria but point to major step 
Spot the difference Two identical, reckless challenges - but only one results in a 
red card Jurgen Klopp has been here before. Not too often, and never 
while Liverpool manager, but the humbling defeat by Manchester City brought 
back a sore memory. 
"For Dortmund against Bayern, it was 5-1," Klopp said, recalling a similar loss in 
September 2009. "Things like this happen. It's really bad, and we have to take the 
blame for everything we saw. A couple of weeks ago we got all the credit. This 
time, we have to take the not-sonice part, which is criticism." Liverpool fans on a 
straw-clutching expedition will note Dortmund recovered to win the Bundesliga 
the next season - proof that the most chastening afternoons can be a catalyst, 
rather than catastrophe. 
For City and Liverpool, this was an afternoon that gets overcrowded bandwagons 
rolling. For the victors the talk is about title statements. For the vanquished, it 
was the inevitable blame game, querying why Liverpool did not sign a centre-
back, as if Southampton's Virgil van Dijk could have prevented Sadio Mane's boot 
from accidentally smashing into Ederson's cheek. 
If Van Dijk is referenced every time Liverpool suffer a setback it will absolve others 
of responsibility. Do not ignore how a Liverpool midfield were superb in the 4-0 
win against Arsenal but submissive when a man down against City. 
Given the circumstances, there was restraint in the broader assessment from 
both sides. City's players were as swift as Liverpool's to point to the mitigating 
factor of Mane's 37th-minute red card. That moment denied us the chance to 
measure the true credentials of either team, even if we can conclude City were 
merciless when given the time and space to punish stricken opponents 
and Liverpool worryingly inept when damage limitation was all they had. 
What happens before the clubs switch focus to the Champions League in 
midweek is a psychological exercise, Pep Guardiola urging his players to forget 
what facilitated the hammering, savour it and repeat, while Klopp looks to dismiss 
it as a horrific one-off that should not puncture the optimism of four wins in five 
previous games. Aside from his suspension for three domestic games - Mane can 
still play against Seville on Wednesday - the African's absence ensures Philippe 
Coutinho's first-team exile ends sooner rather than later. 
"I'm not sure it's quite that easy, but if we bring him [Coutinho] in and then 
everything is great again, then that's cool," said Klopp, defending the reasoning 
for initially prolonging his absence. "This was the decision we took. If people 
blame me for this, no problem, but it was a decision taken for the season. He 
came back after a long flight, after three weeks without playing. We thought give 
him three or four days of training and then he's available." 
Against 11 and 10, City looked more equipped to challenge for the main prize, 
Kevin De Bruyne being their standout performer. Guardiola's side were bereft of 
defining results against the title contenders in his first year, although the manager 
and his players were adamant it was the outcome, rather than standard of 
performance, that differed here. 
"The only thing we didn't do last year was win the big games," said De Bruyne. "I 
thought we deserved to win a few more games than we did. It makes a difference 
- that's five or six points extra and they are losing those points, so then you are 
closer together." 
Guardiola was most enthused by the smallest of details when Sergio Aguero 
elected to pass to Gabriel Jesus for City's third - a sign of a flourishing partnership 
between players previously vying for the same role. 
"That means a lot for me, what Sergio did," said Guardiola. "They both want to 
score goals and we need that, but it is still important to choose the right decision. 
When it happens the next time, Gabriel is going to do that for Sergio." 
Now City and Manchester United are level on points at the top of the table. The 
opening fixtures are spent searching for clues rather than certainties, but the 
pattern of this season is already clearer. 
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Liverpool have more than Mane's red to think about 
Saido ManA[c]'s sending-off may have dominated the post-match narrative 
following Liverpool's 5-0 defeat at Manchester City, but the all-round display that 
followed it will have been far more concerning for Jurgen Klopp. 
It is common for heads to drop after a losing side goes down a man and then falls 
yet further behind on the scoresheet, as Liverpool did in an extended period of 
stoppage time at the end of the first half, but the extent to which their 
performance deteriorated was of the like not seen before under Klopp. 
Before ManA[c]'s dismissal on Saturday, Klopp's Liverpool had received just two 
red cards throughout his tenure: one for James Milner while trailing 1-0 at Crystal 
Palace before coming back to win in March 2016 and one two months later for 
Brad Smith as a second-string side was defeated by Swansea City. 
It is therefore fair to say then that once depleted at the Etihad, this group of 
players under this manager found themselves in an unfamiliar position. They 
needed a significant turnaround against a strong opponent that could boast one 
player more than them. They also needed an improvement on an opening 45 
minutes in which they had struggled to find the verve and flair present in their 
excoriation of Arsenal. 
Instead, Liverpool began to look resigned to their fate, aware that they could no 
longer press and harry their opponents with one less player on the pitch. Klopp's 
side struggled with the alien 3-5-1 system and the withdrawal of Mohamed Salah, 
presumably with Wednesday's night visit of Sevilla in mind, left them without a 
counter-attacking outlet. Once City began to expose them time and again, there 
was a sense that the white flag had been raised. More could certainly have been 
done to prevent Leroy SanA[c]'s second. 
This submission, that saw Liverpool fail to register a single shot after the interval, 
can perhaps be explained by a collective sense of injustice following the pivotal 
sending-off. Up until the decision from referee Jon Moss, this was a scrappy, bitty 
game. The orchestra met the heavy metal band but it was all a bit 'Megadeath do 
the Proms': messy, chaotic and only bringing out the worst of both worlds. The 
ManA[c] red card only provoked further sound and fury but the more the incident 
is reviewed, the less controversial a call it seems. 
Those defending ManA[c] can argue that a more lenient referee would have 
shown yellow rather than red, but that official would not have been following the 
letter of the law. Once his challenge had endangered Ederson's safety, the 
Senegalese was guilty of serious foul play - one of seven offences that, according 
to the laws of the game, should result in a red card. It was a fair decision and even 
if Liverpool's players felt aggrieved, they should have sought to set things right, 
not resign themselves to defeat. 
The one true mitigating factor was City's quality, with Pep Guardiola's side finally 
'clicking' once they found the lead. Granted, they were only truly dominant once 
up against 10 men playing well below their usual level, but the ruthlessness the 
hosts showed was impressive. 
For Liverpool, the positive in all of this is that such a poor response is unlikely to 
be repeated. This team's collapse was so surprising because under Klopp, such 
collapses have been rare. With Champions League football returning to Anfield 
this week, it is his task to ensure that his players forget this heavy scoreline while 
learning from the mistakes which brought it about. 
 

 
WEHAVE LIFT-OFF; Team showed we now have everything in place for 
City to win the BIG games says De Bruyne 
MANCITY 5 
Aguero 25, Gabriel 45, 53, Sane 77, 90 
LIVERPOOL 0 
KEVIN DE BRUYNE claimed Manchester City showed their big-game pedigree with 
this ruthless demolition job. 
Last season, Guardiola's side won just two of 12 games against the other sides in 
the top seven, picking up 11 points from 36. 
That failure to beat their immediate rivals undermined their title challenge, as City 
ended the campaign third, 13 points behind champions Chelsea, in what 
amounted to a season of huge underachievement. 
This time around, they look ominous, rejuvenated by a core of new signings and 
fuelled by a collective resolve to make up for last season's failings, as this 
emphatic win - their first over Liverpool in seven games - showed. 
"The only thing we didn't do last year was win the big games," said De Bruyne. "I 
thought we deserved to win a few more than we did, especially at home, like the 
ones against Tottenham and Chelsea. 
"It makes a difference - that's five or six points extra and they are losing those 
points, so then you are closer together. 
"Everyone wants to win, especially when you have a couple of years when you 
don't win a lot (of trophies). 
"Maybe there's more of an urgency to win something between the players, and I 
have a good feeling about this season, but you never know. 
"We've started well, but we'll see what happens. We'll need to be there for 38 
games, but we've had a good start. 
"The guys who have come in are very good additions, and I think they really suit 
the style we play." 
Sadio Mane's straight red card just before half-time, for a reckless high challenge 
that ended City keeper Ederson's involvement in the game, ultimately made the 
home side's task easier. 
But even accounting for that ad- vantage,the ruthless manner in which City took 
apart their 10-man rivals - they could have scored several more times - suggests 
Guardiola's players will take some beating this season. 
Until his enforced withdrawal, Ederson had his best game for City, while summer 
signing Benjamin Mendy excelled, and Sergio Aguero and Gabriel Jesus proved 
they can work as a partnership. 
Aguero opened the scoring, while doubles from Jesus and substitute Leroy Sane 
condemned Jurgen Klopp to his heaviest managerial defeat. 
And PS54million midfielder De Bruyne, who provided two assists in City's rout, 
reckons the current squad is only going to get better this season. 
"From when I came, it's a totally new team," said De Bruyne (celebrating City's 
second goal with Jesus, left). 
"You've seen a lot of change, a lot of players bought, young players for the future. 
You can see they're building a project and building to have a stable team for five 
or six years. 
"A lot of the players who played today will still be here in three or four years' 
time, and that's what they're trying to do." 
City may have missed out on signing Arsenal's Alexis Sanchez on deadline day, but 
on this evidence they don't need him. 
"No one has really talked about it," added De Bruyne. "He would have been a very 
good addition, but we're happy with the guys who are here. "Everybody who's 
playing here is very talented - they're big players. 
"All the big clubs are going to add more players. If it's not possible, we'll just do it 
with the guys we've got." 
STAT IS AMAZING MANCITY Ederson 8 (Bravo 45, 6), Danilo 6, Stones 7, Otamendi 
6 (Mangala 71, 5), Walker 7, Fernandinho 7, De Bruyne 8, Silva 6, Mendy 7, Jesus 
8 (Sane 57, 8), Aguero 8 LIVERPOOL Mignolet 5, Alexander-Arnold 4, Matip 4, 
Klavan 4, Moreno 4, Henderson 5, Can 5, Wijnaldum 5 (Milner 58, 5), Salah 7 
(Oxlade-Chamberlain 46, 5), Firmino 6 (Solanke 67, 4), Mane 5 MATCH STATS 66% 
POSSESSION 34% 10 SHOTS ON TARGET 3 3 SHOTS OFF TARGET 2 732 TOTAL 
PASSES 370 91 PASSING SUCCESS 77 8 CORNERS 3 5 OFFSIDE 2 10 FOULS 9 2 0 
CARDS 12 REF: Jonathan Moss ATT: 54,172 MAN OF THE MATCH KEVIN DE 
BRUYNE  
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Mane's red card controversial but don't ignore defensive issues 
Nobody said the road to the top would be easy. 
Still, even allowing for such cliches, this will have been hard for Jurgen Klopp and 
his Liverpool players to stomach. Pep Guardiola said in the build up to this match 
that he always learns something new when he takes on a Klopp side. Today, he 
found a way past it. Worse, in fact; he found a way to embarrass it Last season 
this was one of the best contests of the whole campaign, a brilliant, back-and-
forth tussle between evenly-matched teams, played with breathtaking intensity. 
This time it was a procession, decided by lacklustre defending, an absent midfield 
and a refereeing decision which had the football world divided. 
Sadio Mane's red card, unquestionably, was the game's decisive moment. His 
dismissal, eight minutes before half time, effectively ended the game as a contest. 
Liverpool were already a goal down by the time their Senegal star's boot made 
contact with Ederson's face. Jon Moss reached for his red card; what followed was 
a brutal, chastening exercise for the shell-shocked visitors. 
This was Liverpool's worst defeat under Klopp, and the first time City had scored 
four against them since 1937. They finished with five, but they could have had 
more. Mitigating circumstances for sure, but on a day when the Reds sought to 
make a statement against one of the title favourites, they made all the wrong 
noises. Their afternoon was as miserable as the skies over the Etihad. Pity the fella 
who had to drive the bus home. After games like this, managers like to talk about 
'taking the positives'. It's another cliché, we know that. It's also rubbish. There are 
no positives to be taken from this; except, perhaps, that it is all over now. 
City expect to be challenging for the Premier League title this season; on this 
evidence they will be. They were the better side when it was 11v11, and after 
Mane's exit they flexed their muscles. Painful viewing for those crammed into the 
away end, soaked from their morning commute. 
The fear among Liverpool fans is that, good though this team can be when it 
wants to be, it will orever be undermined by its defensive shortcomings and the 
squad's lack of genuine depth. Though the referee will grab his share of headlines 
today, to ignore the other issues would be foolish. 
We know what happened in the summer, how the Virgil Van Dijk pursuit ended 
fruitlessly, and how alternative centre back targets were apparently unavailable, 
undesirable or both. But the effect of those failures will continue to be felt. Quite 
how Liverpool arrived into a game against a Premier League heavyweight, four 
weeks into the season, with a defence like the one they fielded here, is anyone's 
guess. It looked a brittle line-up, and so it proved. 
Don't blame Ragnar Klavan, whose limitations were exposed brutally by Gabriel 
Jesus and co here. The Estonian's inclusion was a surprise one, but Liverpool 
should not be in a position where he is starting games such as this. Not this early 
in the campaign, at least. It was a horrible afternoon for Klavan, but he was by no 
means alone. Joel Matip alongside him was not much better, while in front of him 
a midfield three of Jordan Henderson, Gini Wijnaldum and Emre Can offered 
neither protection nor attacking thrust. Those senior players did nowhere near 
enough to support Trent Alexander-Arnold, the teenager who was clearly 
targeted by a blood-thirsty City side, for whom Kevin De Bruyne ran things. 
Liverpool could point to a moment at 1-0 down when Mo Salah went through on 
goal to be denied by Ederson. Fair enough, too. It was a big chance but it was a 
rare spot of encouragement. They were second best before Mane's departure - 
after it they were left chasing shadows. 
They were carved apart for City's opener, scored by Sergio Aguero 24 minutes in. 
De Bruyne, predictably, provided the pass, slid straight through the centre of 
defence after a lost ball in midfield. Aguero's finish was as clinical as we would 
have expected – that's six in six games here against Liverpool for the Argentine. 
Liverpool responded with their best spell of the match, Mane releasing Salah who 
shot too close to Ederson. But any hopes of a revival were gone when Mane 
collided with the goalkeeper chasing Matip's ball over the top. 
The red card was out immediately. On TV, Gary Neville spoke of a spectacle 
ruined by the referee. 'Rubbish decision,' tweeted Gary Lineker. Others, Jamie 
Carragher included, disagreed, arguing that intent is irrelevant when a player's 
safety is endangered. 
“An accident,” was Klopp's verdict. He later pointed out that “enough people will 
find enough reasons why it was the right decision.” Mane, he said, was distraught, 
and would take some picking up. 
Whatever the rights and wrongs – and they will be debated at length, for certain – 
Mane had to go, his split-second decision proving costly while Ederson, after 
lengthy treatment, was replaced by Claudio Bravo. The goalkeeper, thankfully, 
was not seriously hurt. 
With the half elongated, City struck a killer blow before the break, De Bruyne 
afforded too much time to cross from the left, Jesus meeting it ahead of Klavan 
for 2-0. Game over, too easy. 
Half time brought Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain and a change of system, but the idea 
that Liverpool could get back into it always looked fanciful. Eight minutes into the 
half the Reds were sliced open once more through the middle, and this time 
Aguero put the goal on a plate for Jesus. Too easy, once more. 

Jesus was hooked before he could complete his hat-trick, but his replacement, 
Leroy Sane, did little to ease Liverpool's problems. The German made it 4-0 with a 
smart near-post finish, and in stoppage time completed the rout with a superb 
25-yard strike into the top corner. But for Simon Mignolet, who made a string of 
saves in both halves, it would have been even more embarrassing. 
Still, a five-goal shelling is bad enough. It won't be just Ederson waking on Sunday 
with a headache, you can be sure of that. 
Manchester City (3-4-1-2): Ederson (Bravo 45), Danilo, Otamendi (Mangala 71), 
Stones, Walker, Fernandinho, De Bruyne, Mendy, Silva, Jesus (Sane 57), Aguero 
Not used: Delph, Gundogan, Foden, B Silva 
Cards: Otamendi, Fernandinho 
Goals: Aguero (24), Jesus (45, 53), Sane (77, 90) 
Liverpool (4-3-3): Mignolet, Alexander-Arnold, Matip, Klavan, Moreno, 
Henderson, Wijnaldum (Milner 59), Can, Salah (Oxlade-Chamberlain 46), Mane, 
Firmino (Solanke 67) Not used: Karius, Gomez, Lovren, Sturridge 
Booked: Alexander-Arnold, Can Sent off: Mane Referee: Jon Moss 
STAR MAN – SIMON MIGNOLET 
Beaten five times, but ensured the score remained in single figures with a number 
of saves. In fairness, though, this was an award without any kind of competition. 
 

MANCHESTER EVENING NEWS 
Relentless Man City thrash Liverpool in brilliant display 
Manchester City racked up their biggest win over Liverpool for 80 years to claim 
top spot in the Premier League - temporarily at least. 
Two goals each for Gabriel Jesus and Leroy Sane , and another for Sergio Aguero 
demolished the Scousers, who haven't been treated in this manner by the Blues 
since 1937 – when they lost 5-0 and 5-1 in the space of three days. 
With Kevin De Bruyne back in scintillating form, and the double strike force 
of Aguero and Gabriel Jesus claiming three of the goals between them, all looks 
rosy in City's garden. 
Indeed, the only dark cloud as the Blues gear up for Wednesday's Champions 
League opener against Feyenoord was the injury to goalkeeper Ederson. 
That brought a straight red card for Liverpool striker Sadio Mane, who chased a 
through ball and raised his foot dangerously high before careering into the 
Brazilian. 
Mane had no intent other than to reach the ball, but it was so dangerous and 
reckless that it had to be a red for serious foul play. 
City were ahead at the point through Sergio Aguero's goal, but the result was 
far from certain. 
Aguero had brilliantly darted onto De Bruyne's succinct pass and rounded the 
keeper before slotting in his goal. 
But the pace of Mo Salah was unhinging the Blues on their left-hand side, where 
Nicolas Otamendi was struggling badly, and that left the result in the balance. 
Mane's dismissal allowed Pep Guardiola to tweak it, and that meant sub keeper 
Claudio Bravo hardly had a touch as the Blues ran away with it. 
Of course Liverpool will flag up their numerical disadvantage, but they should 
remember that City were in the same situation against Everton a fortnight earlier 
– and fought back for a point. 
But Guardiola switched Otamendi, and City went through the gears to ensure 
there was no revival from the visitors. 
In the eight minutes of time added for Ederson's horrible-looking injury, Jesus 
headed in de Bruyne's perfect cross and City had a comfortable two-goal lead at 
half time. 
They did not sit back, as some teams might. 
Fernandinho, freed up by Danilo's move into midfield, slid a smart pass for Aguero 
to race clear and unselfishly square the ball for Jesus to tap into the empty net. 
Then Sane arrived as a sub and made his own mark on the game with two fine 
goals to apply the coup de grace. 
The young German exchanged passes with Benjamin Mendy, a growing presence 
on that City left, and thrashed a low shot past Simon Mignolet. 
He saved the best until last, picking the ball up in the right, outside the penalty 
area, before curling a lovely shot into the top corner. 

http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/sport/football/football-news/liverpool-star-sadio-mane-unlikely-13595687
http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/sport/football/football-news/liverpool-analysis-sadio-mane-red-13595873
http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/all-about/manchester-city-fc
http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/all-about/gabriel-jesus
http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/all-about/leroy-sane
http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/all-about/sergio-aguero
http://reg-cms2a.manchestereveningnews.co.uk:8080/comm-part-test/test-article-auto-linking-tool-9838602
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Manchester City storm to victory after Mane red 
A conclusive Manchester City win, yet one that doesn't necessarily lend itself to 
too many conclusions. 
That is because the big question from this game is not whether Sadio Mane 
should have been sent off, since the laws of the game and nature of the challenge 
on Ederson made that an understandable decision from referee Jon Moss, but 
instead how the match would have panned out had that incident not taken place. 
That was the frustration for Liverpool after this 5-0 defeat at the Etihad, and the 
frustration for those anticipating a spectacle that was not a thrashing. 
The truth was the game had actually underwhelmed up to that point, and Pep 
Guardiola's side had been ahead through Sergio Aguero, but it all seemed so 
much more uncertain; so set up for something more fulfilling. 
Instead, City got such a fulfilling win from a relatively unfulfilling game. 
The match in fact seemed so settled after the eight-minute spell just before half-
time when Liverpoolwent down to 10 and City subsequently 2-0 up through the 
effervescent Gabriel Jesus that it even felt like Jurgen Klopp had decided to 
declare and look ahead to Sevilla in the Champions League on Wednesday. 
How else to explain the decision to take off Mohamed Salah at half-time, when 
Mane had already gone, to deprive Liverpool of all the pace that had been so 
hurting City? 
That was why the Mane red so disproportionately distorted the game, even if it is 
difficult to complain that he had been dismissed. It had actually been one of those 
nervous knife-edge either-or games up to then, and one that probably had more 
lessons for both teams than the education in finishing that followed. 
Those lessons almost completely relate to their defences. 
It was City that actually looked the shakier up to then, with Guardiola going for a 
3-5-2 that is notionally supposed to give his team control - and conspicuously get 
both Sergio Aguero and Jesus into the team - but actually seemed to leave his 
backline, and especially Nicolas Otamendi, out of control every time Mane and 
Salah surged forward. It could have been a very different type of day had the 
Egyptian actually hit either of his two first-half chances with any kind of 
conviction. 
Instead, those efforts were frustratingly soft - but still not as soft as Liverpool's 
defence. 
Just at the stage when Liverpool seemed to taking command on the half-hour, 
and increasingly taking advantage of City's 3-5-2, they inexplicably gifted Kevin De 
Bruyne the type of space in the centre that no formation should allow. He of 
course picked his perfect pass, and Aguero easily picked his spot after rounding 
Simon Mignolet. 
That was City one up in the scoreline, and was almost instantly enough to win the 
game, as it was very soon one up in players of men on the pitch. Within five 
minutes, Mane had gone in recklessly on Ederson, and the contest was effectively 
ended with the Liverpool's forward's game. 
There are naturally a lot of caveats to Moss's decision but, given the height that 
Mane went in at the fact that his other foot was off the ground, it was entirely 
understandable. Ederson had to go off but was mercifully sitting back in the 
stands by the end of the game with a bandage on his face. 
The net effect was that there was a lot of caveats to the scale of this defeat, too, 
as Jesus made it 2-0 just before half-time. De Bruyne again set it up with another 
sensational delivery, and Liverpool's defence again looked suspect with Ragnar 
Klavan floundering and leaving the striker in so much space. 
Klopp then made his second questionable selection decision of the game after 
first playing the Estonian centre-half by withdrawing Salah for Alex Oxlade-
Chamberlain, as the new signing was subjected to his second successive Premier 
League thrashing - albeit for different clubs. 
For their part, City maximised the advantages of this game as ruthlessly 
as Liverpool did in their 4-0 defeat of Arsenal. It was also hard to think of a 
situation that was more suitable to a Guardiola team, as they were 2-0 up against 
10 men and able to keep the ball as much as they wanted. 
They did keep going at least, and kept exposing those holes in 
the Liverpool defence - something that is much more concerning than this actual 
defeat. 
It says a lot that it is Fernandinho able to pick through balls rather than De 
Bruyne, but that was what happened on 53 minutes as he sent Aguero through 
this time, and the Argentine unselfishly - but so pointedly - squared for Jesus to 
get his second and City's third. 
Leroy Sane then came on to get two of his own, the second a spectacular finish, to 
set up a spectacular-sounding scoreline. It also ends what had been a hugely 
impressive run for Klopp. This was his first defeat to one of the big six since 
January 2016, his first away from home, and also his biggest loss 
as Liverpool manager. 
He will be forgiven, then, for not drawing too many conclusions from that. 
The circumstances allowed City to be so much more decisive on the day than the 
win could be in the long term. 
 

 
Liverpool cave in as Mane sees red and City run riot 
Manchester City 5 Aguero 24, Jesus 45, 53, Sane 77, 90 Liverpool 0 Att: 54,172 
Goalscorers have been chasing tempting, high-bouncing through-balls since the 
professional game was played on mud by men who went home on the tram, but 
all that sepia-tinted in-myday stuff does not mean that in 2017 a striker stretching 
for the ball is permitted to kick a goalkeeper in the head. Sadio Mane went off in 
pursuit of Joel Matip's long pass on 37 minutes with honest intentions, and his 
eyes were looking nowhere but at a ball that his speed and athleticism took him 
within a whisker of controlling. That does not, however, absolve him of the 
responsibility for the safety of the advancing Ederson Moraes, who took Mane's 
right boot to the side of his face and looked in trouble even before he got his 
hands out to break his fall. It resulted in another red card that divided opinion and 
demonstrated that there are still so many in football who see the game on the 
terms in which they remember it or once played it. Which is fine for the post-
match debate, but when it comes to difficult real-time decisions in the heat of the 
moment, all the referee can do is interpret the law as it is today, and Jonathan 
Moss was correct to dismiss Mane. The boot of the Liverpool striker was around 
chest height when it connected with Ederson's head, and the goalkeeper's 
bravery in going for the ball was clear to see. He was on the ground for seven 
minutes before being carried off on the stretcher they constructed around him. 
By then, referee Moss had already lifted the red card to Mane, who after that 
had, at different times, sat down on the turf or wandered around the prone 
goalkeeper, not knowing quite what to do. 
On Twitter, David James, the former Liverpool and Manchester City goalkeeper, 
praised Ederson's bravery and Moss's decision. His old team-mate Robbie Fowler, 
that prolific poacher of similar chances who also played at both clubs, simply said: 
"The game has gone." The game has certainly gone down a certain route, and that 
is one in which a boot as high as Mane's that connects with a goalkeeper 
"endangers the safety of an opponent" and is, by the letter of the law, a red card. 
Mane is not refereed according to the rules that existed 50 years ago or even 
those in Fowler's day. He is subject to those of the present-day game - just as 
Nani, then at Manchester United, was when he raised a boot and kicked Alvaro 
Arbeloa in the ribs against Real Madrid in 2013 in what turned out to be Sir Alex 
Ferguson's last European tie. That red card also distorted a beautifully poised 
game, but then it is not the referee's role to maximise the entertainment. 
The managers did not waste too much time afterwards querying the decision, but 
the harder questions for Jurgen Klopp were how his side disintegrated in the 
second half to make this the equal of the greatest margin of defeat in his 
managerial career. City, one goal up when Mane was dismissed, hunted the away 
team down with some ruthlessness, and gradually they all piled in - two each for 
Gabriel Jesus and the substitute Leroy Sane after Sergio Aguero's first. 
Ederson was back in the stadium by the end of the match and not immediately 
diagnosed with concussion. In the immediate aftermath, he was taken to the 
medical institute at City's training ground where he was scanned for a jaw and 
cheek fracture and had stitches for what was described as a long cut to his face. 
Mane, Klopp said, was "shocked about the situation and, I'm sure, about the 
decision". Kevin de Bruyne was the game's outstanding performer, much of what 
he did perfectly executed and the epitome of City's general capacity to sniff out 
weakness in their opponents. His pass made the first for Aguero, a threaded 
through-ball taken around Simon Mignolet by the Argentine striker. 
By the end it was brutal, and Pep Guardiola subtly pointed out that with 10 men 
at Goodison Park last month his City team had almost won the game. 
Klopp conceded his side were "maximum 60 per cent" in the first half, although in 
Mane they had shown serious, if sporadic, promise. He turned Danilo beautifully 
to play in Mohamed Salah, who should have done so much better with his shot 
from the left channel. The Senegal striker had also drawn Fernandinho into a 
booking with his first properly penetrative run of the day. Klopp said he was sure 
he could change the situation at half-time - and then came the red card. 
Both sides were at an exceptionally high level, but both had their weaknesses. It 
was Nicolas Otamendi for City, hopelessly off the pace when the ball was played 
in behind him for Salah to run on to and then not much better when the Egyptian 
stood him up and dribbled past. Mane's dismissal and the long period of 
treatment for Ederson scrambled the game. City came out of it more composed 
and concentrated on attacking the right side of Liverpool's defence, where they 
pressured Trent Alexander-Arnold at full-back. The 18-yearold looked good going 
forward but came under pressure in the opposite direction, and in the sixth 
minute of time added on for Ederson's injury, De Bruyne robbed the teenager. His 
cross was headed in by Jesus. There was no doubt City smelled blood. It was hard 
to read Klopp's intentions exactly in the second half when he switched to a three-
man defence, replacing Salah with Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain, making his debut in 
central midfield. City scored their third with a ball through the middle from 
Fernandinho to Aguero, who squared it to Jesus for his second. 
In the second half, it was not a game in the way the first had been, but it did 
demonstrate what this City team are capable of when the lead is theirs. 
De Bruyne was at the heart of it all, his forward ball to Sane going wide to City 
left-back Benjamin Mendy before the German winger slotted in the cross. 
In injury time at the end of the game, Sane struck the best of the lot, a curling left-
foot shot past Mignolet's outstretched hand. By then, Klopp had taken off 
Roberto Firmino and Georginio Wijnaldum. Perhaps City would have won this  
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match even if Mane had stayed on the pitch. His dismissal was unquestionably the 
turning point, but it was the right decision - and that is what matters most. 
Manchester City (3-1-4-2): Ederson 6 (Bravo 45); Danilo 6, Stones 6, Otamendi 5 
(Mangala 70); Fernandinho 7; Walker 6, De Bruyne 9, D Silva 7, Mendy 6; Jesus 7 
(Sane 57), Aguero 7. Subs Gundogan, Delph, B Silva, Foden. Booked Otamendi, 
Fernandinho. 
Liverpool (4-3-3): Mignolet 6; Alexander-Arnold 5, Matip 6, Klavan 5, Moreno 5; 
Can 5, Henderson 6, Wijnaldum 5 (Milner 58); Salah 6 (Oxlade-Chamberlain h-t), 
Firmino 6 (Solanke 67), Mane 6. Subs Karius (g), Lovren, Gomez, Sturridge. 
Booked Alexander-Arnold, Can. Sent off Mane. Referee Jonathan Moss (W Yorks). 
Table PWD L F A PTS Man Utd 4 31 012 210 Man City 4 31 010 210 Chelsea 4 30 1 
8 5 9 Watford 4 22 0 7 3 8 Tottenham Hotspur 42 11 7 37 Huddersfld 3 210 4 0 
7 Liverpool 42 11 8 8 7 West Brom 42 11 4 47 Arsenal 42 0 2 7 8 6 Stoke 4 12 1 4 4 
5 Southampton 4 12 13 4 5 Burnley 31 11 4 4 4 Brighton 4 1 2 3 5 4 Swansea 31 1 
24 4 Everton 4 11 22 6 4 Newcastle 31 0 2 3 3 3 Leicester 4 10 3 6 8 3 C Palace 3 
00 30 60 AFC Bournemouth 4 00 4 1 8 0 West Ham 3 00 3 210 0 Ruthless Aguero 
Most PL goals by non-Europeans 124 Sergio Aguero 123 Dwight Yorke 104 Didier 
Drogba 97 Emmanuel Adebayor 95 Yakubu 92 Mark Viduka 84 Carlos Tevez 69 
Luis Suarez 
 

 
City rampant after Mane's red card 
MANCHESTER CITY 5 Aguero 24, Jesus 45+6, 53 Sane 77, 90+1 
LIVERPOOL 0 
Maybe the best of all the sights for Manchester City was not the finishing of 
Sergio Aguero and Gabriel Jesus, the princely passing of Kevin De Bruyne, or even 
the sumptuous way Leroy Sane made it 5-0. No, it was a young Brazilian, gauze on 
his cheek, but upright and grinning, rejoining teammates in the substitutes' area 
in stoppage time. Ederson Moraes made it back to catch the end of the fun, as his 
side toyed with Liverpool, having an hour earlier left the arena in circumstances 
that did not look good. 
The goalkeeper was taken by stretcher to City's next-door private hospital, having 
been studded in the throat by Sadio Mane in a high challenge that was accidental 
but no less grisly for the lack of intentionality. 
Mane was red-carded and Gary Neville, in punditry, disagreed with Jon Moss but 
he must have been as dazed as Ederson when offering such analysis. Mane had to 
go, and though Jurgen Klopp stuck up for his man, he is not appealing the red 
card. "It would be another waste of time," said Klopp, "like the whole game 
today." This was Klopp's joint-worst defeat, in terms of margin, in 16 years as a 
manager. The last time he lost by five goals was with Mainz in 2006. 
Both managers agreed this had been a very different game before Mane's 
37thminute dismissal but even at 11 v 11 City were 1-0 up and exploiting gaps in 
Klopp's midfield and backline that were later to become canyons. By the end, City 
were how City under Pep Guardiola are meant to be. A fusion of money and 
vision. Uber-signings executing a brilliant game plan. 
Sane curled home after Benjamin Mendy crossed and Kyle Walker fed the ball 
back to him on the edge of the area, so you had two PS50m full-backs combining 
to set up a PS50m forward, and Guardiola-esque use of the width of the pitch and 
geometry. But the pick of City's performers was De Bruyne, who was involved in 
the first, second and fourth goals, and untamable in the "free eight" role his 
manager has tailored for him. De Bruyne kept finding space, finding possession, 
and splitting Liverpool open with passes straight down the middle of the pitch. 
Fernandinho also broke Liverpool apart with such a ball to make it 3-0 and game 
over in the 53rd minute. Klopp vowed not to be disheartened, but put it this way: 
Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain must have thought he was still playing for Arsenal. 
Klopp said he will bring back Philippe Coutinho for Tuesday's Champions League 
game with Sevilla. The luxury for Guardiola was being able to take off Jesus to 
conserve him for Wednesday's trip to Feyenoord. The kid is already precious -- 
and lethal. His two goals were from the poacher's zone, close range, and he has a 
master to learn from in Aguero. Initially, via the speed of their breaks, it 
was Liverpool penetrating but a stretching Firmino tried scoring when he should 
have teed up Mane -- and then Aguero pounced. 
Liverpool's midfield three were outplayed by City's, and in the 24th minute 
Fernandinho outmuscled Gini Wijnaldum and fed De Bruyne who, from the centre 
circle, slid the most exquisitely smooth pass through to Aguero. Aguero, so good 
at this stuff he made it look like a practice drill, drew Mignolet, sauntered round 
him and finished for his 124th Premier League goal, overtaking Dwight Yorke to 
become the league's highestscoring non-European player. 
Liverpool's immediate riposte was good. After intricate passing, Salah ran clear 
but shot straight at Ederson. Mane went on the charge, with Stones backing off, 
and forced a desperate challenge from Fernandinho, but Can curled the free kick 
wide. They were looking to exploit City's lack of defensive rigour, with Vincent 
Kompany injured, and the preposterous Nicolas Otamendi playing. 
City's offside line was a mess and Trent Alexander-Arnold lofted a long diagonal 
for Mane to chase. Ederson hared out and with commendable courage stooped to 
head clear, just as Mane was reaching him. Mane thrust his leg up to try and 
reach the ball only to plant his boot just under Ederson's chin. 
There was an eight-minute hiatus while medics treated Ederson and bore him 
away, a brace on his neck, an oxygen bag to help him breathe. He was taken  
 

straight to the Manchester Institute of Health and Performance, a recent PS18m 
addition to the next-door Etihad Campus, to be treated for concussion and 
examined for a suspected fractured jaw. Moss sent off Mane, to Klopp's apoplexy. 
The rout ensued. City could afford to overload in wide areas, with less fear of 
being countered, and it was particularly torrid for Alexander-Arnold. 
The teen failed to cut out Mendy's pass and De Bruyne beat him easily and 
crossed for Jesus to nod home. On came Oxlade-Chamberlain for Salah at 
halftime, a flawed substitution that merely hurt Liverpool's capacity for 
breakaways. 
Stones intercepted and found Fernandinho, whose lovely, quick pass slipped 
Aguero clear again and, magnanimously, Aguero squared to Jesus to tap in. Sane, 
set up by De Bruyne and Mendy, scored the fourth. 
Star man: Gabriel Jesus (Manchester City) Yellow cards: Man City: Otamendi, 
Fernandinho Liverpool: Alexander-Arnold, Can Red card: Liverpool: Mane Referee: 
J Moss Attendance: 54,172 
Manchester City: Ederson (Bravo 45+1min), Danilo, Stones, Otamendi (Mangala 
71min), Walker, Fernandinho, Mendy, De Bruyne, Silva, Aguero, Jesus (Sane 
57min) Substitutes: Gundogan, Delph, Bernardo Silva, Foden Liverpool: Mignolet, 
Alexander-Arnold, Matip, Klavan, Moreno, Wijnaldum (Milner 58min), Henderson, 
Can, Salah (Oxlade-Chamberlain 45min), Firmino (Solanke 67min), Mane 
Substitutes: Karius, Lovren, Gomez, Sturridge 
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Manchester City thrashed 10-man Liverpool as they sent out an ominous message 
of intent to their Premier League title rivals. 
Liverpool were already trailing to Sergio Aguero's cool finish when Sadio Mane 
was sent off eight minutes before half-time for a high challenge on Ederson that 
left City's keeper requiring lengthy treatment for facial injuries before he was 
replaced by Claudio Bravo. 
City took ruthless advantage of their numerical advantage, adding a second 
before the break through Gabriel Jesus's header, helped by a Liverpool side who 
folded dramatically in the second half. 
Aguero set up Jesus for his second after the break before substitute Leroy Sane 
added two late goals to give City their biggest win over Liverpool since 1937, 
sweeping home Benjamin Mendy's cross at the near post and curling a left-foot 
finish high beyond keeper Simon Mignolet to complete the rout. 
Victory lifts Pep Guardiola's side top of the table, above rivals Manchester United, 
who face Stoke away at 17:30 BST, and ensures a first defeat of the season for 
Jurgen Klopp's men. 
Jon Moss's decision to send off Mane for his high challenge on Ederson after 37 
minutes initially divided opinion and was met with the clear disapproval of Klopp 
and his players. 
There was no suggestion Mane intended to cause the injury which led to Ederson 
requiring eight minutes of treatment to facial and head injuries before being 
taken off on a stretcher for further examinations. 
And Mane could hardly be blamed for going for the ball with such intent - but it 
was reckless with Ederson bravely rushing out and the rule is clear in support of 
Moss's action. 
In Fifa's Laws Of The Game for 2017-18, it is stated: "Serious foul play - a tackle or 
challenge that endangers the safety of an opponent or uses excessive force of 
brutality must be sanctioned as serious foul play." 
Man City cannot do without Aguero 
Aguero proved his enduring world-class quality with a smooth finish around 
Mignolet for Manchester City's first and his unselfishness when he played in Jesus 
for the third when he could have scored himself. 
And yet the debate continues around whether the 29-year-old Argentine is part of 
Guardiola's long-term plan at Etihad Stadium. 
Aguero started on the bench for City's recent win at Bournemouth and Guardiola 
was keen to conclude a £60m deal for Arsenal's Alexis Sanchez on deadline day. 
For all the romantic notions of Guardiola's purist approach to the game, there 
must surely be an element of pragmatism that will tell the Catalan he simply 
cannot do without the man who is still a goalscorer of the highest class, a player 
who can still make the crucial difference. 
Aguero's first goal for City was his 171st for the club, leaving him only six short of 
equalling Eric Brook as the club's greatest scorer. Brook took 453 appearances to 
reach his 177 between 1928 and 1940 - this game was Aguero's 257th. 
The Argentina striker is also now the top scoring non-European player in Premier 
League history, with 124 goals, having overtaken Trinidad and Tobago 
international Dwight Yorke (123). 
The statistics speak volumes for his importance. 
Man of the match - Kevin de Bruyne (Manchester City) 
Ruthless Man City, but limp Liverpool 
Manchester City were already taking charge before Mane's red card - but the 
manner in which they picked Liverpool apart was magnificent and in the end the 
victory margin could have been wider. 
Guardiola has an array of attacking riches to choose from and he utilised them to 
perfection, allowing Aguero and Jesus to set the platform before sending on Sane 
to complete Liverpool's humiliation. 
It is an attacking force that will take some stopping - and while some central 
defensive worries may linger, City almost look like a guarantee of goals. 
Liverpool manager Klopp is also assembling an exciting attacking side with 
Mohamed Salah's pace a real threat alongside Mane and the elegant Roberto 
Firmino. 
The problems come at the back and were brutally exposed in the second half in a 
dreadful display, even given for the fact they were down to 10 men. 
Liverpool could not add Southampton's Virgil van Dijk in the transfer window and 
it has left them short, with Ragnar Klavan's replacement of Dejan Lovren a sign of 
Klopp's uncertainty about that position. 
It is a vulnerability that, for all their exciting attacking options, could seriously 
undermine Liverpool. 
Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp: "I was really angry at half-time - not because of 
the result, not because of the red card - I was angry because I didn't see before 
the red card that we really understood that we could have got everything. 
The red card was a game-changer today. But although City were 2-0 up and we 
had 10 men, I couldn't believe we had no chance anymore. I thought there was 
something to come but then the second half was not the biggest joy for any 
Liverpool fan and we say sorry for that. 

 

I'm sure enough people will find a reason to say it's 100% a red card. I was outside 
with Pep and we both didn't think it's a red card. In the game everybody thought 
the goalkeeper was seriously injured - I'm not sure what happened but he was 
running around after the game so not as serious as everybody thought." 
Manchester City manager Pep Guardiola: "The game was tight, it was equal when 
it was 11 against 11. After the red card it was different - I know it's not easy to 
play against 10, it's easier but not easy. 
"But we controlled the game and the second goal before half-time was so 
important. They changed the system and we spent a few minutes to adjust but 
after that we were in control. 
"We think nothing is broken but Ederson has a big scar - hopefully he can come 
back as soon as possible. Of course it was not intentional from Mane because he 
was looking at the ball and didn't see the keeper but the impact is huge." 
Klopp's heaviest defeat - match stats 
This was Jurgen Klopp's heaviest defeat in all competitions as Liverpool manager 
and his joint-heaviest ever managerial loss (lost 6-1 with Mainz v Werder Bremen 
in October 2006). 
This was also Klopp's first Premier League defeat away from home to one of last 
season's top seven sides (P10 W5 D4 L1). 
Manchester City netted 5+ goals in a game versus Liverpool for the first time since 
March 1937 (5-1). 
Since he made his Manchester City debut, Kevin De Bruyne has assisted 2+ goals 
in seven different Premier League games (29 assists in total in that period). 
Sergio Aguero has scored in all six of his Premier League appearances against 
Liverpool at the Etihad Stadium, netting once in each game. 
Indeed, Aguero is the fourth player in Premier League history to score in six 
consecutive home apps v a single side (also Alan Shearer against Everton, Thierry 
Henry against Aston Villa and Jimmy Floyd Hasselbaink against West Ham) 
Gabriel Jesus has been directly involved in 14 goals in his 12 Premier League starts 
for Man City (10 goals, four assists). 
What's next? 
Manchester City are away to Feyenoord in their Champions League opener on 
Wednesday (kick-off 19:45 BST), while Liverpool host Sevilla at the same time. 
City then travel to Watford in the Premier League and Liverpool host Burnley - 
both games on Saturday, 16 September (kick-off 15:00 BST). 
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Match ends, Manchester City 5, Liverpool 0. 
90'+3' Second Half ends, Manchester City 5, Liverpool 0. 
90'+1' Goal! Manchester City 5, Liverpool 0. Leroy Sané (Manchester City left footed 
shot from outside the box to the top left corner. Assisted by Kyle Walker. 
87' Attempt saved. Sergio Agüero (Manchester City right footed shot from the right side 
of the six yard box is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Leroy Sané. 
87' Kevin De Bruyne (Manchester City wins a free kick on the left wing. 
87' Foul by Joel Matip (Liverpool. 
85' Foul by Leroy Sané (Manchester City. 
85' Alberto Moreno (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
84' Sergio Agüero (Manchester City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
84' Foul by Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain (Liverpool. 
83' Attempt missed. Sergio Agüero (Manchester City right footed shot from a difficult 
angle on the right is close, but misses the top right corner. 
80' Emre Can (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
80' Sergio Agüero (Manchester City wins a free kick on the right wing. 
80' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
77' Goal! Manchester City 4, Liverpool 0. Leroy Sané (Manchester City left footed shot 
from the centre of the box to the bottom left corner. Assisted by Benjamin Mendy. 
75' Foul by Sergio Agüero (Manchester City. 
75' Emre Can (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
75' Foul by David Silva (Manchester City. 
75' James Milner (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
72' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Ragnar Klavan. 
71' Substitution, Manchester City. Eliaquim Mangala replaces Nicolás Otamendi. 
69' Foul by Danilo (Manchester City. 
69' James Milner (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
68' Offside, Manchester City. Leroy Sané tries a through ball, but David Silva is caught 
offside. 
68' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Trent Alexander-Arnold. 
67' Substitution, Liverpool. Dominic Solanke replaces Roberto Firmino. 
66' Offside, Liverpool. Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain tries a through ball, but Trent 
Alexander-Arnold is caught offside. 
65' Attempt missed. Kevin De Bruyne (Manchester City left footed shot from the centre 
of the box is high and wide to the left. Assisted by Leroy Sané. 
58' Substitution, Liverpool. James Milner replaces Georginio Wijnaldum. 
57' Substitution, Manchester City. Leroy Sané replaces Gabriel Jesus. 
55' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Emre Can. 
53' Goal! Manchester City 3, Liverpool 0. Gabriel Jesus (Manchester City left footed shot 
from the centre of the box to the bottom left corner. Assisted by Sergio Agüero. 
53' Offside, Manchester City. Benjamin Mendy tries a through ball, but Sergio Agüero is 
caught offside. 
50' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by John Stones. 
50' Foul by Benjamin Mendy (Manchester City. 
50' Roberto Firmino (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
 Second Half begins Manchester City 2, Liverpool 0. 
45' Substitution, Liverpool. Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain replaces Mohamed Salah. 
45'+9' First Half ends, Manchester City 2, Liverpool 0. 
45'+6' Goal! Manchester City 2, Liverpool 0. Gabriel Jesus (Manchester City header from 
the centre of the box to the centre of the goal. Assisted by Kevin De Bruyne with a cross. 
45'+5' John Stones (Manchester City wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
45'+5' Foul by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
45'+3' Offside, Manchester City. Kevin De Bruyne tries a through ball, but Gabriel Jesus 
is caught offside. 
45'+2' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Alberto Moreno. 
45'+1' Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
45'+1' Substitution, Manchester City. Claudio Bravo replaces Ederson because of an 
injury. 
38' Delay in match Ederson (Manchester City because of an injury. 
37' Sadio Mané (Liverpool is shown the red card. 
37' Ederson (Manchester City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
37' Foul by Sadio Mané (Liverpool. 
35' Foul by Gabriel Jesus (Manchester City. 
35' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
35' Attempt saved. John Stones (Manchester City left footed shot from the centre of the 
box is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Gabriel Jesus with a headed pass. 
34' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Simon Mignolet. 
34' Attempt saved. Gabriel Jesus (Manchester City right footed shot from the right side 
of the six yard box is saved in the bottom right corner. 
32' Offside, Manchester City. Danilo tries a through ball, but Gabriel Jesus is caught 
offside. 
31' Gabriel Jesus (Manchester City wins a free kick on the left wing. 
31' Foul by Joel Matip (Liverpool. 
31' Attempt saved. Mohamed Salah (Liverpool left footed shot from the right side of the 
box is saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Sadio Mané with a through ball. 
29' Attempt missed. Emre Can (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is close, 
but misses to the right from a direct free kick. 
28' Fernandinho (Manchester City is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
28' Foul by Fernandinho (Manchester City. 
28' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
26' Foul by Fernandinho (Manchester City. 
26' Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
24' Goal! Manchester City 1, Liverpool 0. Sergio Agüero (Manchester City right footed 
shot from the right side of the box to the centre of the goal. Assisted by Kevin De Bruyne 
with a through ball. 

 
 
23' Offside, Liverpool. Georginio Wijnaldum tries a through ball, but Joel Matip is caught 
offside. 
23' Attempt missed. Jordan Henderson (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box 
misses to the left following a corner. 
23' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by John Stones. 
19' Trent Alexander-Arnold (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
19' Foul by Trent Alexander-Arnold (Liverpool. 
19' Kevin De Bruyne (Manchester City wins a free kick on the left wing. 
19' Foul by Roberto Firmino (Liverpool. 
19' Kevin De Bruyne (Manchester City wins a free kick on the left wing. 
18' Attempt saved. Emre Can (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is saved 
in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Alberto Moreno. 
15' Attempt saved. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from the left side of the 
six yard box is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Jordan Henderson with a 
cross. 
13' Offside, Manchester City. Kevin De Bruyne tries a through ball, but David Silva is 
caught offside. 
13' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Simon Mignolet. 
13' Attempt saved. Fernandinho (Manchester City right footed shot from outside the 
box is saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Sergio Agüero. 
12' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
12' Foul by Gabriel Jesus (Manchester City. 
12' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Trent Alexander-Arnold. 
8' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Joel Matip. 
7' Attempt saved. Kevin De Bruyne (Manchester City right footed shot from outside the 
box is saved in the bottom right corner. Assisted by Sergio Agüero. 
7' Attempt blocked. Alberto Moreno (Liverpool left footed shot from a difficult angle 
and long range on the right is blocked. 
6' Nicolás Otamendi (Manchester City is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
6' Mohamed Salah (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
6' Foul by Nicolás Otamendi (Manchester City. 
4' Attempt missed. Gabriel Jesus (Manchester City header from the centre of the box 
misses to the left. Assisted by Kevin De Bruyne with a cross following a set piece 
situation. 
3' Foul by Sadio Mané (Liverpool. 
3' Kyle Walker (Manchester City wins a free kick on the right wing. 
2' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Nicolás Otamendi. 
2' Attempt blocked. Alberto Moreno (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. Assisted by Mohamed Salah. 
 First Half begins. 
Lineups are announced and players are warming up. 
 


